Sick:: A Disturbing Dictionary for Turbulent Times
The World Just Got Sicker
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

“Since nothing real was being discussed we took it upon ourselves to finally
say something relevant.” -Isaac & Elizabeth
--December 20, 2020, Los Angeles, CA--We are shocked and awed to
announce the publication of Sick: A Dangerous Dictionary for Turbulent Times
written by Isaac Cronin and Elizabeth Riley with illustrations by Rohitash
Rao. Sick is the first project of the Sick Bureau, www.sickbureau.com. Sick is
a 110 page full color paperback published in a 10” by 10” format with fifty
definitions and illustrations. Retail price is $40.

The definitions are drawn from the movement against the commodification of
daily life, Corona epidemic vocabulary and terms that address the apocalyptic
crisis in disease and medicine. Rao’s illustrations are barbed counterpoints
created in styles ranging from surreal to accusatory to disturbing.
For Isaac Cronin, “The Sick Dictionary unifies two of my lifelong passions—
philosophy and health—at a time when the world, ravaged by the CoronaVirus,
has been presented with the best opportunity to address the most important
questions facing the social and natural realms in the modern era. And it’s
about time because this place really stinks.” For Riley, “Sick Dictionary”
brings together my love of communication and my habitual contempt for
authoritarianism. I know that the mood of the pandemic is somber, but
working on this project has created a buoyancy and optimism we hope is
contagious.”
The Sick Bureau is a federation of individuals who are helping sink the
imperial ship of routine, narcissism, sadism and obsequiousness. Against this
foundering hulk we are aiming the weapons of spontaneity, stabbing humor
and surprise. Words are captive like we are and we strive to set them free.

Stay tuned for more Sick Projects including Version 2.0 of the Dictionary of
Unhappiness.

For more information contact:
sickbureau@gmail.com
310 779 2505

We Are Sick
•

We are sick because we no longer understand what is causing disease and
why we are getting sick.

•

We are sick because our rulers make more money from our being ill
than healthy. Preventative medicine is like saying lets preempt
capitalism.

•

We are sick because otherwise why would we be spending an average
$500 a month on pharmaceutical drugs for a family of four.
(Nearly the same amount as we spend on groceries)

•

We are sick because being healthy is a vicious competition that
leaves the losers worse off than before modern science began.

•

We are sick because we can avoid work and still get paid.

•

We are sick because we don’t have an idea of what being well means.

•

We appear to be more sick than we are because often it’s just misery. We
are actually unhappy.

•

We are sick because we chose to ignore common sense and obvious facts
unlike those who for centuries suffered through pandemics without any
understanding of the causality of disease.

•

We are sick because we are all in this together and the definition of we
is the most dangerous and effective tool in our rulers’ arsenal of lies.

•

We are sick because we are all in this together which signifies that the
reductionist models of medicine and of social control are achieving their
goal of making individual autonomy as a liberation movement the enemy.

•

We are sick because the food that we eat, the air we breathe, the water
we drink are pure crap and only there to keep us alive long enough to
work and shop for 40 years. It took the Virus to get our Rulers to
admit that’s all they were hoping for in the first place. The truly horrific
thing that is the younger generations won’t even get forty years, but they
don’t see what’s coming.

•

We are sick because if we stopped comforting each other some real shit
might go down. And it’s about time.

•

We are sick because if we were well we wouldn’t put up with this fucked
up world for one day.

Isaac Cronin
Sick Dictionary unifies two of my lifelong passions— philosophy and health—at a time
when the world, ravaged by the Corona Virus, has been presented with the best
opportunity to address the most important questions facing the social and natural
realms in the modern era. And it’s about time because this place really stinks.
I have been taken by the writings of the Situationist International who deserve our
attention as well as a critical eye, and by the practice of alternative medicine
particularly homeopathy. Reductionism is the enemy of both.
I am the author, translator and editor of an eclectic and restless herd of books with
topics from the cloudiness of squid ink to jew hating jews to the clarity of
Hegelian social critique.
While still awake I organize tarantula fights for a major Nevada sports book, make
confetti out of parking tickets, and teach my granddaughters how to crawl under
razor wire.
Best to close with the master. As Lautreamont said, “Poetry will be made by everyone
or not at all.”
ELIZABETH RILEY
I am a journalist, author, designer and filmmaker. I forged my artistic DNA in the
white heat of NYC’s underground scene galvanized by the magnetic influence of many
creatives and divine rascals like Diana Vreeland, Tennessee Williams, J.P. Donleavy,
Ara Galant and Hunter S. Thompson. Sick dictionary brings together crowd
psychology, philosophy, pop culture and my habitual contempt for
authoritarianism. Sick Dictionary marks another collaboration with the great antireductionist and fellow sick bureau chief, Isaac Cronin.

Rohitash Rao
Rohitash Rao was born in an exotic, faraway land called Hyderabad, India. He then
grew up in another exotic, faraway land called Rancho Cucamonga, California. He
now lives in the exotic city of Austin, Texas where he teaches creativity and
advertising at the University of Texas. Throughout his career he has worked as an art
director, a director, an animator, a writer, an illustrator and a fine artist. He has
won some awards, played in many film festivals, published 7 books, had a dozen solo
art shows and he drinks copious amounts of coffee.

